With the generalized factorization approximation, we calculate the branching ratios and CP asymmetries in B meson decays into two charmless pseudoscalar mesons. Here we give a new estimation of the matrix elements of (S + P )(S − P ) current products with the P QCD method instead of equation of motion. We find that our results are comparatively smaller than those in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Penguin diagrams play an important role in charmless B decays and direct CP violation. They can provide not only the necessary different loop effects of internal u and c quarks [1] , but also dominate the branching ratios of many modes of charmless B decays, such as B ± u → π ±K 0 , B → Kη ′ and B ± u →K 0 π ± , B ± u → K 0 K ± . As we know, the standard theoretical framework of studying non-leptonic B decays is based on the effective Hamilton approach and the factorization approximation. The effective Hamiltonian is expressed by a sum of the products of a series of Wilson coefficients and fourquark operators. Unfortunately, we have many difficulties in calculating matrix elements of the four-quark operators directly in exclusive non-leptonic B decays, such as B to two pseudoscalar meson processes. So we have to use the factorization assumption, usually the BSW model [2] . Then the mesonic matrix elements are factorized into the product of two matrix elements of single currents, governed by decay constants and form factors. However in the BSW model, the factorization involves the contributions of Fiertz transformations of the four-quark operators. Using the Fiertz rearrangement, one can find that the currentcurrent product (S + P )(S − P ) matrix elements should be taken into account. The general method to deal with (S +P )(S −P ) matrix elements is to transform them into (V −A)(V −A) matrix elements by using equation of motion. Then one can find that (S + P )(S − P ) matrix elements are very sensitive to the masses of light quarks. But the current masses of light quarks are not determined precisely. Obviously, it brings large uncertainty for estimating the (S + P )(S − P ) matrix elements and the branching ratios of charmless B decays. For instance, one can apply the mass of the strange quark ranging from 105 MeV to 175 MeV which leads to the branching ratio of B ± u → K ± η ′ ranging from 3 × 10 −5 to 1 × 10 −5 . In this work, instead of using equation of motion we will try to apply the P QCD method to recalculate the ratio of the (S + P )(S − P ) to (V-A)(V-A) matrix elements at leading twist approximation, which is not sensitive to the masses of light quarks. We think that it might have less uncertainties than the results obtained by using the quark equation of motion. So, it is necessary to recalculate the branching ratios for B meson charmless decays by using P QCD method and compare with those by using equation of motion. On the other hand, nonfactorizable effects in charmless B decays can not be neglected. To compensate it for this, the general approach is to replace the number of corlors N c by a phenomenological color parameter N ef f c . We will discuss the differences while N ef f c equal 2, 3, ∞ respectly. This work is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the framework of calculation including the effective Hamiltonian and fatorization approximation. Section 3 is devoted to the P QCD method to estimate the ratio of the (S + P )(S − P ) to (V − A)(V − A) matrix elements. In Section 4, we calculate the branching ratios of charmless B decays into two pseudoscalar mesons and their CP asymmetries using the method mentioned above. We also give some discussions of the numerical results. Section 5 is for the concluding remarks.
II. CALCULATIONAL FRAMEWORK
The |∆B| = 1 effective Hamiltionian is
where
qs (for b → s transition) and C i (µ) are Wilson coefficients which have been evaluated to next-to-leading order approximation. In the Eq.(1), the four-quark operators Q i are given by
with Q q 1 and Q q 2 being the tree operators, Q 3 − Q 6 the QCD penguin operators and Q 7 − Q 10 the electroweak penguin operators. With the renormalization group method, we can evolove the renormalization scheme independent Wilson coefficientsC i (µ) from the scale µ = m W to µ = 5.0GeV ≈ m B , which are [3]
So we can express the physical amplitude as follows
where Q T 0 denote the tree level matrix elements and
As noted in the introduction, we have to calculate the matrix elements of the fourquark operators by using the factorization assumption. Here we apply the BSW model [2] . However, nonfactorizable effects are not negligible in the process of B to two light mesons.
We will use the simpliest approach to compensate it by using only one color parameter N ef f c , even if there is no reason why using only one single parameter N ef f c to explain the branching ratios of all kind of different modes.
For illustration, we give the amplitude of B − u → K − η ′ as an example:
and
We will use the following parameterization for decay constants and form factors:
where q ± = p 1 ± p 2 , and we use the monopole dominance assumption for the q 2 − dependence of the form factors:
Then we can obtain
where the latter formula is derived from the equation of motion. Sometimes the (S + P )(S − P ) matrix elements are dominant terms in some modes of charmless B decays, such as B
is enhanced by the factor
. However, as we said in the introduction, it has large uncertainty for the masses of light quarks. So we will recalculate the matrix elements X P P ′ q 1 q 2 q 3 by applying the P QCD method in the next section.
III. P QCD METHOD
Brodsky et al. [4] has pointed out that the factorization formula of P QCD can be applied to the exclusive B decays into light mesons for the large momentum transfers. One can write the amplitude as a convolution of a hard-scattering quark-gluon amplitudes φ(x, Q 2 ) which describe the fractional longitudinal momentum distribution of the quark and antiquark in each meson. An important feature of this formalism is that, at high momentum transfer, long-range final state interactions between the outgoing hardrons can be neglected. In the case of nonleptonic weak decays the mass squared of the heavy meson M 2 H establishes the relevant momentum scale Q 2 ∼ M 2 H , so that for a sufficiently massive initial state the decay amplitude is of the order of α s (Q 2 ), even without including loop corrections to the weak hamiltonian. The dominant contribution is controlled by single gluon exchange.
We intend to apply P QCD method to estimate those hadronic matrix elements such as (V − A)(V − A) and (S + P )(S − P ) at the leading twist approximation. The wave function of B meson and flavor SU(3) singlet or octet pseudoscalar mesons are taken as:
where I C is an identity in color space. In QCD, the integration of the distribution amplitude is related to the meson decay constant
Then we can write down the amplitude of Fig.1 as
In a consistent way, we can use perturbative QCD to estimate the matrix elements like P |q l γ µ b|B and P |q l b|B (Fig.2, Fig.3 ), where q l denotes light quark field operator and we have neglected the fermi motion of quarks, while the gluons in the Fig.2,3 are hard because
(here we using mean values y ∼ 
.
In order to get quantitative estimation, we take the wave functions as [4, 5] 
(here ǫ B is the peaking position of the B-meson wave function. Typically
Here, Q 2 = (p−q) 2 .So we can obtain the matrix element M P P ′ q 1 q 2 q 3 . We can also get the matrix element P |q l b|B as
As mentioned in the Ref. [6] , one can see that the quantities of the form factors by using the P QCD method are sensitive to the values of parameters ǫ B and m b , and seem to be small compared with the BSW results. So that the P QCD results are comparatively small in many cases. But the ratio
is insensitive to the parameters ǫ B and m b . So it is more reliable because of cancelation of the main uncertainties. We will recalculate the matrix elements X P P ′ q 1 q 2 q 3 by using the ratio R in Eq.(24) instead of the factor given by the equation of motion. In the next section, we compute the branching ratios and direct CP asymmetries for the B decays into two charmless pseudoscalar mesons.
IV. BRANCHING RATIOS AND CP ASYMMETRIES
In the B rest frame, the two body decay width is
is the magnitude of the momentum of the particle P or P ′ . The corresponding branching ratio is given by
The direct CP asymmetry A CP for B meson decays into P P ′ is defined as
In our numerical calculation, we use the Wolfstein parameterization for the CKM matrix
and we take [7] A = 0.823 ± 0.033, λ = 0.220, ρ = 0.160, η = 0.336.
Otherwise we take all parameters such as meson decay constants and form factors needed in our calculation as follows: [3, 11] . Here we apply the flavor wave functions of η ′ and η as [11] 
We give the numerical results of the branching ratios and CP asymmetries for B charmless decays in Table 1 ,2,3. In the calculation, we have neglected the contributions of Wannihilation, W-exchange and space-like penguin diagrams.
Because we applied the P QCD method to compute the matrix elements of (S + P )(S − P ) current products, the branching ratios of the B decays are smaller than the results of Ref. [3, 11] . Especially in the modes of B → Kη ′ , the effects of the matrix elements of (S + P )(S − P ) are more important. Obviously, our results of them are not consistent with the measurements of the experiments. Because we did not consider the contributions of other mechanisms, such as b → sg * → sη ′ via QCD anormaly [10] , b → sgg → sη ′ [9] and etc.. In the Ref. [6, 12] , the authors gave the numerical results involved the contributions of the new mechanisms, which fit the experiments very well.
From the tables, we can see the following features: (i)For most of the charmless decays, penguin diagram contributions are important.
(
, the contributions of the electroweak penguin diagrams are non-negligible. Especially forB 0 s → K 0 η, the contributions of electroweak penguin diagrams change not only branching ratio but also CP asymmetry drastically.
(iii)In many decay modes, the branching ratios are sensitive to the color parameter N ef f c , such asB
affects CP asymmetries more largely than branching ratios in some modes, for example,B 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we recalculate the decays of B to two charmless pseudoscalar mesons with conventional method (the standard effective weak Hamiltonian and the BSW model). Instead of using the equations of motion, we use an alternative method to estimate the hadronic matrix elements (S + P )(S − P ) and obtain comparatively small results. In some modes, which are penguin dominant, such as B → πK, the branching ratios that we predicted seem to be little smaller than the lower limits of the experiments of CLEO [8] . But the data still have large error. We expect more precise measurements at the forthcoming B-factories.
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TABLES
→ K 0K 0 0.35 0.33 −0.3 −0.3 B 0 s → K −K + 0.31 0.35 −0.3 −0.3 B 0 s → π 0 η ′ 6.1 × 10 −4 6.1 × 10 −4 4.3 × 10 −3 0 0 B 0 s → π 0 η 4.6 × 10 −4 4.6 × 10 −4 3.3 × 10 −3 0 0 B 0 s → η ′ η ′ 7.4→ K 0 η 1.6 × 10 −3 1.3 × 10 −3 9.3 × 10 −4 −32.6 −38.1 B 0 s → K 0K 0 0.41 0.40 −0.3 −0.3 B 0 s → K −K + 0.37 0.39 −0.3 −0.3 B 0 s → π 0 η ′ 4.4 × 10 −5 4.4 × 10 −5 5.3 × 10 −3 0 0 B 0 s → π 0 η 3.3 × 10 −5 3.3 × 10 −5 4.0 × 10 −3 0 0 B 0 s → η ′ η ′ 5.3 × 10 −4 0.11 0.11 −1.4 −1.5 B 0 s → η ′ η ′ 5.4
FIG. 2.
Leading twist diagrams in QCD for the matrix elements P |q l γ µ b|B .
FIG. 3.
Leading twist diagrams in QCD for the matrix elements P |q l b|B .
